
Kentucky Derby presented by Woodford Reserve (Grade I)
Purse: $3,000,000 Guaranteed

12th Race CHURCHILL DOWNS - Saturday, May 06, 2023
Stakes Track Condition: Fast
The administration of Furosemide (Lasix) will NOT be permitted within 24 hours of post time. For three-year-olds, with an entry fee of $25,000 each and a starting fee of $25,000
each. A minimum $500 jockey mount fee will apply to starters that finish beyond third place. Supplemental nominations may be made upon payment of $200,000 and in
accordance with the rules set forth herein. CDRT shall guarantee a minimum gross purse of $3,000,000 (the "Guaranteed Purse"). The winner shall receive $1,860,000, second
place shall receive $600,000, third place shall receive $300,000, fourth place shall receive $150,000 and fifth place shall receive $90,000 from the Guaranteed Purse (the
Guaranteed Purse to each place to be divided equally in the event of a dead heat). Starters shall be named through the entry box on the designated date and time published in
the Condition Book (the "Closing"). CDRT, in its sole and absolute discretion, may set the number of starters up to a maximum of twenty (20) and the number of horses that are
also-eligible to start up to a maximum of four (4). Colts and Geldings shall each carry a weight of one hundred twenty-six (126) pounds; Fillies shall each carry one hundred
twenty-one (121) pounds. Supplemental Nominees may enter and will be treated equal to any Original Nominee without preference of one over the other. If the number of
nominees exceeds the number of available starting positions and also-eligible positions set by CDRT (the "Number of Starting and AE Positions") at the Closing, these
conditions shall be applied to determine which nominees will be allowed to start and which nominees will be designated as also-eligible to start. In the event that more than the
Number of Starting and AE Positions pass through the entry box at the Closing, the starters and also-eligible horses shall be determined at the Closing from Original Nominees
and Supplemental Nominees if starting and/or also-eligible positions are still available, with preference given to those horses that have accumulated the most points pursuant to
the Road to the Kentucky Derby Point System. For purposes of this preference, the Road to the Kentucky Derby Point System shall mean the point values assigned to the first
five finishing positions in each race comprising the Road to the Kentucky Derby as published by CDRT. Points in Road to the Kentucky Derby races will only be awarded to
horses who: 1) compete without administration of Furosemide (Lasix) within 24 hours of the Road to the Kentucky Derby race; and 2) are not trained by any individual who is
suspended from racing in the 2023 Kentucky Derby or any trainer directly or indirectly employed, supervised, or advised by a suspended trainer ("suspended trainer or
affiliates"). Should a horse trained by a suspended trainer or affiliates finish in a position that would have earned points in a Road to the Kentucky Derby race, the points
associated with that finish will be vacated. Horses under the care of any suspended trainer or affiliates may be transferred to a non-suspended trainer and become eligible for
earning points on a forward-looking basis so long as the transfer is complete by February 28, 2023. Additionally, if a regulatory body notifies the connections of a horse that
earned points in a Road to the Kentucky Derby race of a positive drug test or other medication violation that could result in disqualification from the Road to the Kentucky Derby
race, any points from the race will be revoked until and unless it is determined that no violation occurred through a final regulatory or judicial determination prior to the running of
the Kentucky Derby. Connections must promptly notify Churchill Downs upon learning of any positive drug test or medication violation. Failure to provide prompt notification shall
result in revocation of points. Notwithstanding the foregoing, CDRT may, in its sole discretion, allocate one or more starting and/or also-eligible positions or otherwise give
preference to winners of a designated race or races provided, however, that any such designated race or races may not include restrictive provisions relative to which a horse
may enter such race or races, other than by sex or age. In the event of any ties resulting from the Road to the Kentucky Derby Point System or should additional horses be
needed to bring the field to the Number of Starting and AE Positions, the remaining starters and also-eligible horses shall be determined at the Closing with preference given to
those horses that have accumulated the highest earnings in non-restricted sweepstakes. For purposes of this preference, a "non-restricted sweepstakes" shall mean those
sweepstakes whose conditions contain no restrictions other than that of age or sex. In the case of remaining ties resulting from preferences or otherwise, the additional starter(s)
and/or also-eligible horses shall be determined by lifetime earnings. In the case of remaining ties resulting from preferences or otherwise, the additional starter(s) and/or
also-eligible horses shall be determined by lot. Furthermore, pursuant to rules published by CDRT, one invitation to compete in the Kentucky Derby will be extended with
preference given to the top four-point earning horses in the "European Road to the Kentucky Derby" series. If a "European Road to the Kentucky Derby" top four-point earning
horse also qualifies through America's "Road to the Kentucky Derby" series, which includes the UAE Derby, the invitation will be extended to the next eligible "European Road to
the Kentucky Derby" top four point earning horse. Provided a "European Road to the Kentucky Derby" top four-point earning horse does not accept the invitation, CDRT
reserves the right to offer one invitation to a horse from Europe whose performance in Group races in Europe has been exceptional. In the event of any ties resulting from the
"European Road to the Kentucky Derby" Point System, preference will be given to the starter that has accumulated the highest earnings in non-restricted sweepstakes as of
April 15, 2023. In the case of remaining ties with non-restricted sweepstakes, preference will be given to the starter that has accumulated the highest lifetime earnings as of April
15, 2023. In the case of remaining ties with non-restricted sweepstakes and lifetime earnings, the starter shall be determined by lot. Furthermore, pursuant to rules published by
CDRT, one invitation to compete in the Kentucky Derby will be extended with preference given to the top four-point earning horses in the "Japan Road to the Kentucky Derby"
series. If a "Japan Road to the Kentucky Derby" top four-point earning horse also qualifies through America's "Road to the Kentucky Derby" series, which includes the UAE
Derby, the invitation will be extended to the next eligible "Japan Road to the Kentucky Derby" top four-point earning horse. Provided a "Japan Road to the Kentucky Derby" top
four-point earning horse does not accept the invitation, CDRT reserves the right to offer one invitation to a horse from Japan whose performance in Group races in Japan has
been exceptional. In the event of any ties resulting from the "Japan Road to the Kentucky Derby" Point System, preference will be given to the starter that has accumulated the
highest lifetime earnings as of April 15, 2023. In the case of remaining ties with lifetime earnings, the starter shall be determined by lot. Any horse excluded from running
because of the aforementioned preference(s) shall be refunded the $25,000 entry fee and the $200,000 supplemental fee, if applicable. After the Closing, CDRT shall designate
in order of preference the nominees that are also-eligible to start in accordance with these conditions ("Also Eligible Horses"). If a starter is scratched from the Kentucky Derby
before 9:00 a.m. (Eastern Daylight Time) on Friday, May 5, 2023 ("Scratch Deadline"), then the Also Eligible Horse with the highest preference (if any) as determined by these
conditions shall become a starter. All starters and Also Eligible Horses must be stabled at Churchill Downs by 11:00 a.m. Eastern Daylight Time on Monday, May 1, 2023. Post
positions shall be determined by a nontransferable lot number being drawn for each horse named as a starter at the Closing. The lot number drawn for each starter shall
determine the post position of such starter. Notwithstanding the foregoing, CDRT may elect to use an alternate method of determining post positions, provided such method has
been approved by the Kentucky Horse Racing Commission. Horses having common ties through ownership or training shall each be treated separately for purposes of
determining post position. In the event of one or more scratches after the determination of post positions and prior to the Scratch Deadline, then (i) starters with post positions
higher than the post position of the scratched starter will be moved to the next lowest empty post position (i.e., toward the inside rail of the race track) and (ii) the Also Eligible
Horse that becomes a starter (if any) will receive the lowest post position available after the post positions of the other starters have been moved as provided above. In the event
one or more scratches occur after the Scratch Deadline, no Also Eligible Horses will be permitted to start and the post positions shall be moved, without changing the order of
the starters, as determined by the stewards and CDRT to be in the best interests of the safety of the race participants. Post positions shall be moved for each scratch that
occurs so that there are no empty post positions in-between horses at the start of the Kentucky Derby. Detailed rules governing the post-position draw process are available
from CDRT's Racing Secretary's office and will be distributed prior to the Closing. These rules shall control. The owner of the winner of the Race shall receive a gold trophy and
trophies will be presented to the winning breeder, trainer and jockey. Closed 1 1/4 Miles (Run Up 45 Feet)
Available Money: $3,000,000
Value of Race: $3,000,000 1st $1,860,000, 2nd $600,000, 3rd $300,000, 4th $150,000, 5th $90,000



Pgm Horse Name (Earned) Last Race S/A Wgt Med Eqp Odds PP 1/4 1/2 3/4 1m Str Fin Jockey
8 Mage ($1,860,000) 01Apr23 GP 14 c 3 126 15.21 8 Javier Castellano
3 Two Phil's ($600,000) 25Mar23 TP 12 c 3 126 b 9.87 3 Jareth Loveberry
14 Angel of Empire ($300,000) 01Apr23 OP 12 c 3 126 *4.06 12 Flavien Prat
11 Disarm ($150,000) 15Apr23 Kee 9 c 3 126 27.12 9 Joel Rosario
1 Hit Show ($90,000) 08Apr23 Aqu 11 c 3 126 24.02 1 Manuel Franco
17 Derma Sotogake (JPN) 25Mar23 Mey c 3 126 7.80 14 Christophe Lemaire
5 Tapit Trice 08Apr23 Kee 9 c 3 126 4.53 5 Luis Saez
16 Raise Cain 08Apr23 Kee 9 c 3 126 33.04 13 Gerardo Corrales
18 Rocket Can 01Apr23 OP 12 c 3 126 b 28.81 15 Junior Alvarado
4 Confidence Game 25Feb23 OP 11 c 3 126 21.03 4 James Graham
13 Sun Thunder 08Apr23 Kee 9 c 3 126 b 33.06 11 Brian Hernandez, Jr.
22 Mandarin Hero (JPN) 08Apr23 SA 6 c 3 126 h 17.47 17 Kazushi Kimura
7 Reincarnate 01Apr23 OP 12 c 3 126 b 14.76 7 John Velazquez
6 Kingsbarns 25Mar23 FG 12 c 3 126 11.72 6 Jose Ortiz
23 King Russell 01Apr23 OP 12 c 3 126 32.27 18 Rafael Bejarano
2 Verifying 08Apr23 Kee 9 c 3 126 b 14.30 2 Tyler Gaffalione
12 Jace's Road 25Mar23 FG 12 c 3 126 33.47 10 Florent Geroux
21 Cyclone Mischief 01Apr23 GP 14 c 3 126 29.02 16 Irad Ortiz, Jr.

Off Time: 7:00 Fractional Times: :22.35 :45.73 1:10.11 1:36.06 2:01.57
Start: 13,17 Track: Fast Weather: Cloudy

Mutuel Payoffs
8 Mage 32.42 14.58 9.08
3 Two Phil's 10.44 6.52
14 Angel of Empire 4.70
Total WPS Pool: $89,239,818

$3 Pick 3 (3YO 9-14-8) $15,673.38 Total Pool: $297,451
50 Cent Pick 3 (7-5-8) $40.63 Total Pool: $1,671,572
50 Cent Pick 3 (OAKS/FRSTR/DERBY
14-5-8)

$509.92 Total Pool: $625,340

50 Cent Pick 4 (14-1/2/7-2/4/5-8) $1,318.35 Total Pool: $3,381,132
50 Cent Pick 5 (9-14-1/2/7-2/4/5-8) $17,538.09 Total Pool: $5,208,975
50 Cent Pick 5 (ALL DIRT
5-6-9-1/2/7-8/9/10/15)

$3,757.10 Total Pool: $295,164

$1 Pick 6 (OAKS/DERBY (SEE
FOOTNOTE))

$334,154.40 Total Pool: $524,179

$1 Pick 6 (OAKS/DERBY (SEE
FOOTNOTE))

$1,221.05 Total Pool:

20 Cent Pick 6 Jackpot
(1-9-14-1/2/7-2/4/5-8)

$1,094,232.12 Total Pool: $2,450,185

$1 Daily Double (5-8) $58.02 Total Pool: $1,207,132
$1 Daily Double (OAKS/DERBY 14-8) $183.36 Total Pool: $2,941,627
$2 Exacta (8-3) $330.44 Total Pool:$26,302,048
$3 Consolation Pick 3 (3YO 9-4-8) $283.65 Total Pool:
$2 Consolation Pick 3 (OAKS/DERBY
14-15)

$9.14 Total Pool:

50 Cent Consolation Pick 3
(OAKS/FRSTR/DERBY 14-5-15)

$19.58 Total Pool:

$2 Future Wager (OAKS/DERBY DBL
29-22)

$1,100.32 Total Pool: $67,712

$2 Future Wager (POOL 1 - 40) $3.68 Total Pool: $90,007
$2 Future Wager (POOL 1 EX 40-19) $56.22 Total Pool: $24,903
$2 Future Wager (POOL 2 - 40) $3.92 Total Pool: $129,213
$2 Future Wager (POOL 2 EX 40-11) $169.94 Total Pool: $32,889
$2 Future Wager (POOL 3 - 40) $6.82 Total Pool: $244,700
$2 Future Wager (POOL 3 EX 40-35) $801.44 Total Pool: $68,207
$2 Future Wager (POOL 4 - 28) $99.74 Total Pool: $259,489
$2 Future Wager (POOL 4 EX 28-37) $22,080.22 Total Pool: $81,391
$2 Future Wager (POOL 5 - 22) $153.84 Total Pool: $250,906



$2 Future Wager (POOL 5 EX 22-37) $7,863.22 Total Pool: $90,732
$2 Future Wager (POOL 6 - 22) $95.54 Total Pool: $271,230
$2 Future Wager (POOL 6 EX 22-37) $3,880.60 Total Pool: $98,213
$2 Future Wager (SIRE 16) $53.10 Total Pool: $24,557
$2 Future Wager (SIRE EX 16-18) $7,156.50 Total Pool: $9,175
$1 Superfecta (8-3-14-11) $15,643.65 Total Pool:$13,771,238
$1 Super High Five (8-3-14-11-1) $194,923.09 Total Pool: $967,598
50 Cent Trifecta (8-3-14) $491.18 Total Pool:$31,279,549

Winner: Mage, Chestnut Colt by Good Magic - Puca Bred in Kentucky
MAGE step slow st,shift in early,farbck btw,5w3/8,rallied,7p1/4,bid1/8 TWO PHIL'S brush st,stalk 2wbtw,rail bid 3/8,clrd 3p1/4,headed 1/8,fought on
ANGEL OF EMPIRE tucked in, moved up inside, moved with winner, 7w, kicked on DISARM brk bit in,off pace ins,2w2nd,4-5p btwn upr,bumpd
1/8,ran on HIT SHOW track 2-3p,ranged up 4p7/16,in range 5p1/4,flattened out btw DERMA SOTOGAKE (JPN) brushed gate, off slow, advanced in
tight, shifted 6w, toiled on TAPIT TRICE slow to stride/coaxed,trail 3p,bmpd foe 3-5p5/16,8p1/4,one-paced RAISE CAIN settled inside, moved up, got
through, shifted, bumped, checked ROCKET CAN settled between, early move after 1/2, in traffic, flattened late CONFIDENCE GAME stalked ins,
held up 1st, subtly shuffled 7/16, rail chase, faded SUN THUNDER hopped start, unhurried 4w, rallied between, angled in, belated MANDARIN HERO
(JPN) settled 4 w, mid pack, bumped hard 5/16, forced wide, faltered REINCARNATE broke bit out, pressed 3wd, wknd btwn 5/16 KINGSBARNS
dueled 2wd,led 7/16,headed 3/8,yield 3p1/4,bumpd/steady btw1/8 KING RUSSELL hung wide, back of pack, failed to respond VERIFYING brush
st,dueled ins,wknd 7/16,wilted 2nd,eased JACE'S ROAD forwardly 4w, stopped before going 3/4 CYCLONE MISCHIEF widest, no factor

Owners: (8) OGMA Investments, LLC, Restrepo, Ramiro, Sterling Racing LLC and CMNWLTH; (3) Patricia's Hope LLC, Sagan, Phillip and Madaket Stables
LLC; (14) Albaugh Family Stables LLC; (11) Winchell Thoroughbreds LLC; (1) Gary and Mary West; (17) Hiroyuki Asanuma; (5) Whisper Hill Farm,
LLC and Gainesway Stable (Antony Beck); (16) Warren, Andrew N. and Warren, Rania; (18) Frank Fletcher Racing Operations, Inc.; (4) Don't Tell
My Wife Stables and Ocean Reef Racing; (13) R.T Racing Stable and Cypress Creek Equine; (22) Hiroaki Arai; (7) SF Racing LLC, Starlight
Racing, Madaket Stables LLC, Masterson, Robert E., Stonestreet Stables LLC, Schoenfarber, Jay A., Waves Edge Capital LLC and Donovan,
Catherine; (6) Spendthrift Farm LLC; (23) Jones, Brereton C. and Naber Racing, LLC; (2) Westerberg, Magnier, Mrs. John, Poulin, Jonathan, Smith,
Derrick and Tabor, Michael B.; (12) West Point Thoroughbreds and Albaugh Family Stables LLC; (21) Albaugh Family Stables LLC and Castleton
Lyons

Trainers: (8) Gustavo Delgado; (3) Larry Rivelli; (14) Brad Cox; (11) Steven Asmussen; (1) Brad Cox; (17) Hidetaka Otonashi; (5) Todd Pletcher; (16) Ben
Colebrook; (18) William Mott; (4) J. Desormeaux; (13) Kenneth McPeek; (22) Terunobu Fujita; (7) Tim Yakteen; (6) Todd Pletcher; (23) Ron
Moquett; (2) Brad Cox; (12) Brad Cox; (21) Dale Romans

Late Scratches: Continuar (JPN); Lord Miles; Forte; Skinner; Practical Move
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